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ABSTRACT
Objective To present evidence for healthcare-provided medication adherence interventions on clinical, economic and humanistic outcomes among patients.

Methods Literature search of systematic reviews in Medline, Embase and CinAHL (2007–2017), validation of quality using A Measurement Tool to Assess Systematic Reviews (AMSTAR) 2 and Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses questionnaires and, finally, extraction, combination and tabulation of results for included studies.

Results From eight systematic reviews with medium to high AMSTAR 2 score, 37 randomised controlled studies involving 28 600 participants were extracted. Patient education and counselling showed some positive effects on medication adherence. Patient education also showed some positive effects on morbidity, healthcare utilities and patient satisfaction. Counselling had some benefit on mortality and healthcare utilisation. Simplifying doses was shown to have some benefit on morbidity and patient satisfaction. Interventions delivered by pharmacists and nurses showed a better result in improving adherence and outcomes than interventions delivered by general practitioners.

Conclusions Some interventions were found to have positive effect on adherence and outcomes, but no single strategy showed improvement in all settings. For future research patients should be screened for non-adherence to reveal both if they are non-adherent and type of non-adherence, as well as bigger sample sizes and longer duration of follow-up.

INTRODUCTION

Every new method of drug treatment being implemented in healthcare has to be proven effective, both when it comes to costs and clinical effects. It has preferred to use the most efficient intervention that provides a maximum of benefit for a minimum of costs. Providing good healthcare service is dependent on the utilisation of available knowledge and experience, and the use of new knowledge simultaneously as outdated practice ceases. In addition, there should be a local, regional or national agreement about what is considered good or preferred service performance.

Systematic reviews are one of the key tools for achieving evidence-based healthcare for providers and healthcare decision makers, so the systematic reviews should provide the accurate and the best available evidence on the topic of interest.1 Systematic reviews of several randomised trials are seen as the ‘gold standard’2 and provide the highest level of evidence.3

Healthcare providers are responsible for choosing the right treatment for each patient, and that requires professional skill in searching for, assessing and using evidence-based information in clinical practice.4 This approach is called evidence-based medicine, meaning that provided healthcare is supported by high-quality evidence, does more good than harm and provides the greatest benefit for the patients.5

Drug therapy is important in protecting, maintaining and restoring people’s health,6 and has therefore an important priority in the resources used in healthcare. Since medications are critical to prevent and treat disease,7 we must ask what happens when medications are not taken properly, that is, when adherence is low.

Adherence is defined as: ‘The extent to which the patient’s behaviour matches agreed recommendations from the prescriber.’8 WHO stated in 2003 that adherence to long-term therapies was as low as 50% in the general population, and even much lower in low/middle-income countries.9 A Cochrane review stated that people who are prescribed medication for self-administration only take half of their prescribed dose, and many stop taking their medication entirely without informing their provider.10 Many patients who continue taking their medication do not do it consistently as prescribed. There is also an increasing number of self-administered treatments available, making improved adherence even more important.

Adherence to medication is an essential component of health outcome,9 11 so by increasing medication adherence we can also improve patient outcomes.10 Even the most carefully chosen and optimal medication can be rendered ineffective by insufficient adherence.9 11 Failure of medication adherence leads to substantial worsening of disease, death and increased healthcare costs. In other words, non-adherence affects both the individual patients and the healthcare system.9 12 Studies have shown that patients with good adherence to treatment had both a lower rate of mortality13–15 and a lower rate of hospital admissions than patients with poor adherence to treatment.13 16 17 WHO states, ‘increasing the effectiveness of adherence interventions may have a far greater impact on the health of the population than any improvement in specific medical treatments.’9

Donabedian’s theoretical framework for evaluating quality of care consists of three approaches: structure, process and outcome. The structure represents the conditions under which care is provided, the process represents the activities that constitute healthcare and the outcome represents the changes in the health status.18 It is suggested
that good outcome is a result of a structure that promotes a good process, and that any efforts to improve the approaches in the triad must be seen in the light of care and needs of the patients. In the ECHO model, the outcomes of medical care in the triad must be seen in the light of care and needs of the patients. Interventions on clinical, economic and humanistic outcomes among evidence for healthcare-provided medication adherence intervention. The process represents what is done in the patient-healthcare professional interaction (eg, interventions to improve medication adherence), and the outcome is the clinical, humanistic and economic outcomes measured because of the adherence intervention.

With this background, the aim of the study was to present evidence for healthcare-provided medication adherence interventions on clinical, economic and humanistic outcomes among patients.

METHODS

Literature search

After initial search, a search strategy was built using relevant text words and their synonyms, and opposites, in addition to terms found going through the controlled vocabulary in the databases: MeSH (in Medline), Emtree (in Embase) and CINAHL Subject Headings (in CINAHL). The final searches (performed 22 December 2017) were restricted to year published (2007–2017), English language and systematic reviews. A detailed description of the search is given in online supplementary appendix 1. The Cochrane Library itself was not searched. Relevant articles found in the initial search were crosschecked for ensuring that they also were included in the final search strategy. Articles were screened for inclusion and exclusion criteria on title and abstract. Full text was assessed on articles not excluded by title and abstract. The purpose of the literature search was to find systematic reviews that matched the inclusion criteria. If all the studies in a systematic review did not match, individual studies in the systematic review were extracted. Also references from the systematic reviews selected for quality assessment were screened.

Inclusion criteria

Included studies were systematic reviews that contained medication adherence interventions, and one or more of the predefined outcomes (mortality, morbidity, healthcare utilisation, healthcare costs and patient satisfaction/quality of life). The systematic review had to include at least two randomised controlled trials (RCT) that matched the inclusion criteria. TheRCTs extracted from systematic reviews had to have a sample size of at least 60 participants in each group to have enough power to detect an absolute difference. Finally, the studies must be evaluated as of moderate or high in methodological quality.

Exclusion criteria

Systematic reviews only reporting medication adherence, surrogate endpoints and not the predefined hard endpoints were excluded. Studies had to have a description of medication adherence interventions, not only results of interventions. Studies where the interventions were very complex and had multiple components not only regarding medication adherence (eg, diet, exercise, and so on) were excluded. Studies were also excluded if not all participants used medication. Cochrane reviews targeting several mixed components, and not only medication adherence, were excluded if they reported low or very low evidence (Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation) by the authors, even if they scored high on A Measurement Tool to Assess Systematic Reviews (AMSTAR) 2 and Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA).

Assessment of study quality

PRISMA and AMSTAR 2 are validated tools for assessing quality of systematic reviews. They were used according to instructions on 32 systematic reviews. Ten of them were also evaluated by a coresearcher for validation. The PRISMA checklist was used to assess the reporting characteristics, meaning the quality of reporting, and the AMSTAR 2 checklist was used to assess the methodological quality of the systematic reviews. Methodological quality was given highest weight for studies to be included, only studies with moderate to high quality were included.

PRISMA is a reporting guidance with a 27-item checklist. The PRISMA statement is used by authors to ensure a clear, complete and transparent systematic review. The checklist contains seven sections/topics with the associated questions. The answers were given very much rigour as to where in the systematic reviews they were found, meaning that they had to
Table 2  Included systematic review with PRISMA and AMSTAR 2 score

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Systematic review</th>
<th>PRISMA score 2 evaluators</th>
<th>PRISMA score</th>
<th>AMSTAR 2 score 2 evaluators</th>
<th>AMSTAR 2 score</th>
<th>Consensus</th>
<th>AMSTAR 2 Consensus</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al-Aqeel et al™</td>
<td>23/20</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>12/10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathes et al†</td>
<td>20/20</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>10/9.5</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ngwatu et al‡</td>
<td>19/16</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>9/7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nieuwlaat et al³</td>
<td>22/17</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>11/9.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normansell et al⁴</td>
<td>26/24</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>15/13.5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weeks et al⁵</td>
<td>25/24</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>14.5/13.5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zaugg et al⁶</td>
<td>23/17</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>13/9.5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhong et al⁷</td>
<td>23/20</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>9.5/11</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Cochrane reviews.

AMSTAR, A Measurement Tool to Assess Systematic Reviews; PRISMA, Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses.

be found where they were supposed to be due to the checklist. The answer ‘yes’ was denoted as page number, figure or table where the item was found. A ‘no’ or ‘not applicable’ was denoted as √. When summarising, all the ‘yes’ was given 1 point, making the potential total score 27.

AMSTAR was published in 2007, and has been widely used for assessing methodological quality of systematic reviews of both Cochrane and non-Cochrane overviews of healthcare interventions. AMSTAR was recently updated to AMSTAR 2, and now consists of a 16-item online tool for evaluating systematic reviews as high, moderate, low or critically low of methodological quality. Although AMSTAR 2 was not intended to generate an overall score, it was used with that purpose for this report, to find the systematic reviews with the highest quality. Based on the original AMSTAR tool, a score range was made for ranking the systematic reviews into critical low (0–4 p), low (5–8), moderate (9–11) and high (12–16). Two researchers evaluated the studies separately. Any disagreement was resolved through discussion to reach consensus about the final score.

Summarising evidence

The evidence is based on the data that were presented in the systematic reviews for each of the included RCTs. Individual RCTs were not assessed and evaluated through the primary sources, only from the systematic reviews they were included in.

The evidence of the interventions was interpreted on the reported CIs and the p values of the RCTs in the systematic reviews. Studies were evaluated based on statically significant results on the predefined outcomes. For risk ratio, relative risk, OR, risk difference and relative rate the ‘no effect’ cut-off was set at 1, meaning that if the CIs crossed 1, the interpretation was that the results were not statistically significant. For absolute risks and mean differences, the ‘no effect’ cut-off was set on 0, meaning the interpretation was not statistically significant if 0 was within the CI of the results.

RESULTS

Literature search and inclusion

The database search identified a total of 854 studies (figure 1). After initial screening and full-text reading 32 studies remained for inclusion before quality assessment. A detailed description of studies excluded before quality assessment is provided in online supplementary appendix 2.

Quality assessments

Many of the systematic reviews did not have a clear PICO (population, intervention, comparator group, outcome) in their research questions or inclusion criteria. This could be because the studies included in the systematic reviews already had elements of it, for example, RCTs having control groups. An accessible protocol was missing in many systematic reviews. In the PRISMA checklist, studies received a positive score when information was provided about the existence of a protocol, but if the protocol was not found (searching PROSPERO database), there was consequently lack of score in the AMSTAR 2 checklist. There was also a lack of a clear explanation of which study designs that were selected in most of the systematic reviews. Many of the systematic reviews did not provide a full search strategy and did not search for grey literature. Almost all systematic reviews reported that study selection and extraction were done in duplicate. Most of the systematic reviews not being Cochrane reviews did not provide a list of excluded studies and the reason for exclusion. The Cochrane reviews had the most detailed description of the studies included. Almost every systematic review described a satisfactory technique for assessing risk of bias in individual studies but there was often a lack of reporting funding of individual studies. Consequently, systematic reviews including meta-analysis were given a higher score due to the amount of questions addressing meta-analysis. Heterogeneity was reported in most of the SR because of its nature in the intervention and measurements of outcome. Overall there was reported funding of systematic reviews and conflict of interests. As presented in table 1, more than half of the systematic reviews assessed had a low or critically low quality. Fourteen had moderate to high quality, and eight of those were selected for inclusion and consensus assessment. A detailed description

Table 3  Overview of outcomes extracted from the RCTs in the included systematic reviews

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Systematic review</th>
<th>Mortality</th>
<th>Morbidity</th>
<th>Healthcare utilisation</th>
<th>Healthcare costs</th>
<th>QoL/patient satisfaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al-Aqeel et al™</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathes et al†</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ngwatu et al‡</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nieuwlaat et al³</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normansell et al⁴</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weeks et al⁵</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zaugg et al⁶</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhong et al⁷</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

QoL, quality of life; RCT, randomised controlled trial.
of the studies excluded after quality assessment is provided in online supplementary appendix 3.

Table 2 gives the PRISMA and AMSTAR 2 scores from two evaluators and the consensus scores. A detailed description of the result of the assessment is given in online supplementary appendix 4.

Summary of evidence
The eight systematic reviews included in this report were published between 2014 and 2018. Five of them were Cochrane reviews. Thirty-seven RCTs published between 2000 and 2016 involving 28 600 patients were extracted from the systematic reviews. The studies included mostly adult patients of various ages. The group sample size ranged from n=63 to n=3260. Follow-up time ranged from 12 weeks to 2 years. Table 3 shows an overview of the outcomes reported in the RCTs extracted from the systematic reviews. Characteristics of each systematic review and the results of the RCTs extracted from them are presented and tabulated in online supplementary appendix 5.

The results from the tables representing the RCTs from each systematic review, presented in detail in online supplementary appendix 5, are summarised across the systematic reviews, representing intervention type and outcome type. Table 4 shows the studies where a positive, negative or mixed effect on outcomes was reported. This table does not include the intervention effect on adherence. These are presented in online supplementary appendix 5. A detailed description of the results based on intervention type is given in online supplementary appendix 6 and based on effects on outcomes in online supplementary appendix 7. A detailed reference list is given in online supplementary appendix 8.

The most frequent intervention type reported was patient education, delivered by pharmacists or nurses. Improvement in adherence was reported in most of the studies where patient education was provided. For counselling there was improvement
in half of the studies. In studies where the intervention was delivered by pharmacists who prescribed medication, it was uncertain whether the intervention had any effect on adherence. In all the studies where physicians were the interventionists, the intervention failed to show improvement in adherence.

Reminder interventions, direct observed treatment, web-based programmes and interventions performed by physicians failed to show statistically improvements in outcomes. Simplified dosing, patient education and counselling with and without pharmacists prescribing showed mixed effects among the outcomes. There was evidence that patient education had a positive effect on morbidity and patient satisfaction. Counselling had a positive effect on mortality and healthcare utilizations. Morbidity was also reduced when pharmacists prescribed medication. Since most of these improvements were based on the results of only one RCT, the evidence is weak.

DISCUSSION
The results of the studies with counselling intervention showed a reduction in mortality and healthcare utilisation, and improvements in adherence were mixed. Patient education showed an increased patient satisfaction and some benefits on mortality and healthcare utilisation, while patient education in addition to pharmacist prescribing medication showed decreased morbidity. Educational intervention had mostly a positive effect on adherence. Simplification of dose showed some improvement in morbidity and patient satisfaction, and a mixed effect on adherence. However, no intervention was shown effective across all the outcomes of interest in this study, indication that choice of intervention should be in concordance with the type of challenges the patient has with adherence.

How the adherence was measured is not without importance, as the methods can have unintended impact on the results, for example, under-reporting or over-reporting in patient self-reports, electronic medication monitors that record opening of the medication container but do not in fact record if the medication is being taken by the patient, and so on. However, this was not the focus in this report and is not reported.

There are several limitations in this study. Only systematic reviews that achieved a moderate to high AMSTAR 2 score were included in this report. There could have been individual studies of high quality within the lower quality systematic reviews that were missed because of the quality assessment. A major limitation is that bias in the individual RCTs was not assessed. However, bias has been assessed by the authors of the systematic reviews. There was some degree of incomplete reporting of data. This could be caused by selective reporting, but it was not examined.

The literature search for this report was restricted to systematic reviews published the last 10 years (2007–2017), although two systematic reviews from 2018 were included that were found by a non-comprehensive Google search of systematic reviews published in 2018. Language was restricted to English, so this report is prone to language bias, with a chance of missing potential studies published in non-English language journals. This search did not aim for unpublished studies (‘grey literature’), but some of the systematic reviews had included unpublished studies in them.

Some studies may have been excluded because of indistinct reporting of the intervention. Studies reporting only ‘health care professionals’ as interventionists were excluded. Because this report was restricted to interventionists being pharmacists, nurses or clinicians, the results of this report may be skewed against middle or high-income countries, since low-income countries were more likely to use non-healthcare professionals as lay or community workers as interventionists.

There was no systematic review that gave a full match with the aim and inclusion criteria for this report, instead individual RCTs that matched the inclusion criteria were extracted from the systematic reviews. Likewise, meta-analysis in the systematic reviews could not be used, making the power in clinically and statistically significance weaker as single RCTs were extracted. Overall the studies were heterogeneous in population type, intervention type and length, and which outcomes that were measured. There was a considerable difference in how the adherence was measured, and what was considered ‘good adherence’. Some of the studies were complex and had several components in their intervention, because of this there was a degree of overlap between the studies, so it was difficult to divide them in a rigid manner.

Another limitation by using individual studies from systematic reviews, and not the primary source itself, is the possibility of misreading by the authors of the systematic reviews. Any interpretation, correct or incorrect, will follow further if the author is not interpreting the result from the individual studies by him or herself. The primary studies were added so they can be found, they were not assessed by the author of this report.

This study was planned as an MSc project in Pharmacy. Three students performed similar studies on different interventions aimed at improving important outcomes. In this study, the student (NCW) performed all activities supervised by TE. The quality assessment was also performed by one costudent researcher. As this report was mainly conducted by a student, not having the same amount of expertise and knowledge in the field as professional researchers have, it is more exposed to flaws. The researcher did not have any training in quality assessment of systematic reviews before the work with this report was performed but gained experience through the process. This could have caused some variation in how the first quality assessments were considered compared with the last quality assessment. However, consistency was strived for, and it involved changes in some of the previous quality assessments.

This report can be interesting for several readers. For healthcare decision makers, this report gives an insight into which interventions and interventionists have shown to improve adherence and/or clinical, economic and humanistic outcomes or not. In other words, what type of intervention resources are reasonable to invest in. For researchers who are planning to do similar studies, new studies can be based on the studies in this report. For healthcare professionals who want to enhance their awareness and knowledge about adherence interventions, and want to use them in their practices. Finally, this report is also interesting for patients and consumers of medications by gaining awareness of the challenges insufficient adherence can lead to.

CONCLUSION
Some interventions were found to have positive effect on adherence and outcomes, but no single strategy showed improvement in all settings. For future research, patients should be screened for non-adherence to reveal both if they are non-adherent and type of non-adherence, as well as bigger sample sizes and longer duration of follow-up.
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